1. DG/YX-3800 GEM;1.5 HYD.BED CHERRY
This Bedroom set has a brilliant look with a rich and elegant touch to it. Featuring a comfortable large bed that assures of a good
night@s sleep. Integrated with an easy to use hydraulic storage, this bed lets you store all your extra bed linen in one place. Intricately
crafted with engineered wood, this furniture set is sure to serve you for years together. High grade hardware fittings have been used
for longivity and ease of use.
Finish: Lamination
Now the Bed is available with Hydraulic system

1.1. DG/YX-3800 GEM;1.5 HYD.BED CHERRY

Price: 37170.00 INR
SKU: 0016815

2. FK-3078 ARGON-2;DOUBLE BED
his perfectly crafted double bed looks really attractive and enhances the home d&eacute;cor.@ The headboard is long and is designed
in an elegant manner. The footboard is also designed to ensure comfort and style.
Made of:@ Crafted with Wrought Iron, this double bed provides a long lasting usage and also it adds elegance to your home
d&eacute;cor.@
Size : 205.2 x 158.7 x 96.5 CM

2.1. Unnamed product variant

Price: 8340.00 INR
SKU:

3. FK-5029 ARGON-4;DOUBLE BED
This simple yet stylish double size bed is suitable to any type of home d&eacute;cor. The bed has a long and stylish headboard with
nice design. The foot board is also very comfortable.@ The bed comes with Hydraulic storage space that will allow you to keep all
your essentials in an organized@ way to make your home look clean and clutter free.@
Made of:@ Crafted beautifully with Wrought Iron, this double bed comes with long lasting usages.@
Size : 154.4 x 159.4 x 91.4 CM

3.1. Unnamed product variant

Price: 26700.00 INR
SKU: 0086191

4. FK-804 FLOATING ARGON- 1;BUNK BED
Crafted with Wrought Iron, sponge and fine fabrics, this bunk bed can make bedtime happier and funnier.@ Structured scientifically,
the bed is very safe and comfortable for children.@
Size : 200.5 x 95 x 182.9 CM

4.1. Unnamed product variant

Price: 13500.00 INR
SKU:

5. SR/XN-6301FLAIR;BED;1.8M;HYD
This Bed@ has a brilliant look with a rich and elegant touch to it. Featuring a comfortable large bed that assures of a good night@s
sleep.@
Made of : Intricately crafted with engineered wood, this furniture is sure to serve you for years together.
Finish: Lamination

5.1. SR/XN-6301FLAIR;BED;1.8M;HYD

Price: 57025.00 INR
SKU: 0015767

6. SR/XN-6307PRESTIGE;1.8KING HYD.BED
This Bed@ has a brilliant look with a rich and elegant touch to it. Featuring a comfortable large bed that assures of a good night@s
sleep.@
Made of : Intricately crafted with engineered wood, this furniture is sure to serve you for years together.
Finish: Lamination

6.1. SR/XN-6307PRESTIGE;1.8KING HYD.BED

Price: 69301.00 INR
SKU: 16131

7. SR/XN-6388PANACHE;1.5QUEEN HYD BED
This bed is an excellent choice for homes with a modern theme. The headboard is designed with white colored square boxes with
foam@ that add as a contrast to the original dark shade of the bed making the look very appealing.@
Made of : Crafted with pre-laminated particle board, this piece of furniture provides with a long-time usage.
Finish: Lamination

7.1. SR/XN-6388PANACHE;1.5QUEEN HYD BED

Price: 38461.00 INR
SKU: 16132

8. UW-2701 TEXAS;QUEEN BED
This Bed@ has a brilliant look with a rich and elegant touch to it. Featuring a comfortable large bed that assures of a good night@s
sleep. Integrated with an easy to use hydraulic storage, this bed lets you store all your extra bed linen in one place. Keep your money,
jewellery, clothes and other precious items.
Made of : Intricately crafted with engineered wood, this furniture is sure to serve you for years together.
Finish: Lamination

8.1. UW-2701 TEXAS;QUEEN BED

Price: 44100.00 INR
SKU: 0086143

9. WS-SAPPHIRE139;1.5 BED;REDDISH SHIN
This Bedroom set has a brilliant look with a rich and elegant touch to it. Featuring a comfortable large bed that assures of a good
night@s sleep. Intricately crafted with engineered wood, this furniture set is sure to serve you for years together. High grade hardware
fittings have been used for longivity and ease of use.
Finish: Lamination

9.1. WS-SAPPHIRE139;1.5 BED;REDDISH SHIN

Price: 60720.00 INR
SKU: 0086180

10. WS-SHINE(130 HYD);1.8 BED
This Bed@ has a brilliant look with a rich and elegant touch to it. Featuring a comfortable large bed that assures of a good night@s
sleep.@
Made of : Crafted with pre-laminated particle board, this piece of furniture provides with a long-time usage.
Finish: Lamination

10.1. WS-SHINE(130 HYD);1.8 BED

Price: 54944.00 INR
SKU: 0015783

11. WS-ULTIMA KING SIZE;1.8 BED
This Bed@ has a brilliant look with a rich and elegant touch to it. Featuring a comfortable large bed that assures of a good night@s
sleep.@
Made of : Crafted with pre-laminated particle board, this piece of furniture provides with a long-time usage.
Finish: Lamination

11.1. WS-ULTIMA KING SIZE;1.8 BED

Price: 61950.00 INR
SKU: 0015080

12. DG/YX-328 DOUBLE BED
The simple striking style of this king size bed can work with almost any type of d&eacute;cor. The bed has a long headboard with
simple design, the three gold buckle like design catches all the attraction. . The bed has a slightly curved headboard which ensures
comfort when reclining and sitting on this bed.Made of : Crafted with engineered wood, this piece of furniture provides with a longtime usage.Finish: PVC LaminatedDimensions :@Bed Queen Size: 7'1''(Length) x 5'1''(Foot Board Width) x 3'6''(Full Height) x
2'3''(Head Board Height) x 1'3''(Leg Board Height) x 1'3''(Side Mattress support Height)

12.1. Unnamed product variant
Price: 32957.00 INR
SKU: 0003548

13. RL-GA1402 DOUBLE BED
Add a wow-factor in your bedroom with the grand yet elegant king size bed. The headboard has two rows of space to keep some nice
designer items to make the bed look even more striking. One can keep photo frames, small night lamp, some night time reading books
etc on the space provided at the top of the headboard or beneath it. The two sides of the headboard has glass sections The bed has
hydraulic storage system for keeping all your bedding essentials. The hydraulic system is very user friendly.Made of : Crafted with
pre-laminated particle board, this piece of furniture provides with a long-time usage.Finish: LaminatedDimensions :@Bed Queen
Size: 7'4''(Length) x 5'4''(Foot Board Width) x 2'11''(Full Height) x 1'8''(Head Board) x 1'4''(Leg Board Height) x 1'3''(Side Mattress
support Height) x 7''(Head Board Storage Depth)

13.1. Unnamed product variant
Price: 38073.00 INR
SKU: 00009272

14. RL-GA11503; QUEEN BED
This bed is an excellent choice for homes with a modern theme. The headboard is designed with light colored square boxes that add as
a contrast to the original dark shade of the bed making the look very appealing. The bed consists of two drawers to store in all your
bed linens, blankets etc.Made of : Crafted with pre-laminated particle board, this piece of furniture provides with a long-time
usage.Finish: LaminationDimensions :@Bed King Size: 6'9''(Length) x 6'2''(Foot Board Width) x 3'(Full Height) x 2'(Head Board) x
1'(Leg Board Height) x 1'(Side Mattress support Height)Bed Queen Size: 6'6''(Length) x 5'3''(Foot Board Width) x 3'(Full Height) x
2'(Head Board) x 1'(Leg Board Height) x 1'(Side Mattress support Height)
@

14.1. Unnamed product variant
Price: 41235.00 INR
SKU: 0014304

